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Can painters be gardeners? This is not the same as pain3ng a garden. Standing or seated 
before his easel, the painter of gardens endeavours to capture the subtle varia3ons of 
colour, the dappling of light and shade, the forms of petal and leaf, the grace of growing 
stems, that so enchant the eye. He hopes to produce a picture that will enchant in equal 
measure, while knowing full well that even if he is supremely skilful, his efforts are bound to 
fall short of the real thing. How can he possibly embrace the scent of flowers in bloom or the 
earth just aDer a shower of rain? How can he paint the breeze that causes every floret or 
leaf to tremble in its own peculiar way, or the buzz of the honeybee busy with its tasks of 
pollina3on? The painted image can hold no more than what the painter has put there, but 
the real garden, ever overflowing with life and vitality, is inexhaus3ble. Worst of all, the 
garden painter has to accept that his work will eventually be enclosed within a solid frame. 
He might be outdoors just now, but he knows the pain3ng is an accoutrement of indoor life, 
carried on in rooms that afford glimpses of the garden only through picture windows. Like 
window frames, the frames of pictures announce the absolute separa3on and immiscibility 
of indoors and out.  

Let’s then join the gardener. She is neither siJng nor standing but down on her hands and 
knees, in amongst the beds. As she works, she moves around. She could be plan3ng or 
weeding, or aLending to the ways things are growing with a liLle judicious pruning, here 
and there. She works, not from a blank canvas, but from a ground that is already packed 
with roots and stems, not to men3on the countless denizens of the soil, from earthworms 
and cen3pedes to earwigs, whose labours contribute so much to maintaining its richness 
and fer3lity. Her scrabbling around, with fork and trowel, brings many of these creatures to 
the surface, offering plen3ful pickings to the robin redbreast that, having popped by right on 
cue, is perching expectantly on the fork handle. Come to think of it, perhaps the robin is a 
gardener too, in so far as he belongs there, and plays his part in that whole medley of life of 
which the garden is the ever-emergent outcome. Our human gardener, aDer all, in her 
plan3ng, weeding and pruning, can do no more than intervene in the medley, as one among 
manifold lives that contribute to its forma3on, including not just the robin but the 
earthworm, the cen3pede and the earwig. The garden is a collec3ve achievement, brought 
about by all of them. In this sense, even the plants are their own gardeners.   

Could we imagine pain3ng like that? Suppose, rather than moun3ng our canvas on an easel, 
we spread it out like a sheet on the floor. It need not be canvas; it could be a sheet of linen 
or a plank of wood. Whatever we use, it is not just a blank, empty space – a tabula rasa – 
but a textured surface with its own runs and resistances, as in the warp and weD of linen, or 
in the grain of wood. Though we are working indoors rather than out, this surface is not so 
different from a ground cleared for plan3ng. Yet no sooner have we got going than we are 
faced with what looks like a big difference. I have used ‘we’ in the plural, but are we not all 
one person? How can the pain3ng be a collec3ve achievement, as the garden is, when there 
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is only one, singular painter? We cannot, aDer all, morph into a flower, a leaf or an 
earthworm just like that. But we can become them in our gestures. Since we’re pain3ng with 
oil s3cks rather than a brush, the gestures of the hand, holding the s3ck, translate directly 
into coloured streaks on the surface. What if we offered our hand, now to leaf, now to 
flower or worm, allowing them, one aDer the other, to take it over and to move it according 
to their respec3ve disposi3ons?  

Let the hand, then, unfurl like the frond of the leaf; let it flourish like a flower’s petals; let it 
wriggle like an earthworm. Let it do all these things all over the same ground of linen or 
wood. A garden begins to form. It is the work of mul3ple hands, all rolled into one. When 
you think of what human hands can do, this is not so surprising. Anatomically, the hand is 
what it is, structure of bone, muscle, nerves and 3ssue. But performa3vely, the hand is what 
it does, a compendium of gestures, each called up by the situa3on of use. Put a pen in my 
hand, and it calls up the gestures of wri3ng; a knife and it calls up the gestures of cuJng; a 
handle and it calls up the gestures of holding. The hand is at one moment a writer, at the 
next a cuLer, and at the next a holder. Living things, too, are what they do, each the 
instan3a3on of a par3cular way of being alive. And each lays down a line: the plant in its 
roots, the budding leaf in its frond, the worm in its burrowing. So why cannot the hand, too, 
alive on the surface, be a rooter, a budder, a burrower? In every case, like the being it 
performs, it draws a line that launches forth from the 3p, leaving a trail behind it. 

What it brings forth is not a picture of a garden, which brings to mind its radiance and 
sensory excess. It is not an evoca3on of the real thing, calling up memories of gardens once 
visited, or represen3ng what perhaps can s3ll be glimpsed through the open window. It is an 
indoor garden in itself. Perhaps we find ourselves responding, however, in a not dissimilar 
way. What is it about a garden, we might ask, that makes it such a feast for the senses? Why 
does it enchant? Remember that the chant is a lil3ng, melodious song, which has the power 
to lure the aLen3on of anyone who strays within its auditory ambit, to the extent of being 
drawn irresis3bly to its numinous source. Perhaps, on a summer’s day, the garden also sings, 
with the trill of birds and the murmur of insects. But it is also a riot of colour. And colour, to 
the eyes, is what melody is to the ears. It draws us in. Thus cap3vated, we are no longer 
spectators, admiring the garden as if it were a tableau, but par3cipants, snared in its 
vegeta3ve tangle. It’s hard to take our eyes from it. As we linger, the garden rekindles in our 
hearts the same vitality that courses through the veins of plants. We come away refreshed, 
not because of any reconnec3on with ‘nature’, but because it makes us feel alive.   

Now let’s return to our pain3ng. For the comparison of the indoor pain3ng with the outdoor 
garden does present a certain puzzle. It has to do with our understanding of room. The 
indoor room typically takes the form of a rectangular box, with floor, walls and ceiling. Inside 
this room, things either lie or stand on the floor, like carpets and furniture, or hang from 
walls and the ceiling, like mirrors and light fiJngs. The moment we go outdoors, however, 
everything changes. There’s s3ll the ground, of course. Drawing an analogy between ground 
and floor, we might say that it is ‘carpeted’ with the vegeta3on covering its surface, such as 
the grasses of a meadow. Yet the rela3on between grasses and the ground is quite unlike 
that between the knoLed mesh of the carpet and the floor. Simply put, grass is not rolled 
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out over the ground surface, but is bedded in it, in the matrix of soil threaded through with 
a filigree 3ssue of roots. As for the walls and ceiling, they have vanished. No more do 
horizons, at the limits of vision, box us in than do clouds, or the sun and moon, hang in the 
sky as if from the cupola of a dome. Outdoors is the room of the open. And the puzzle is 
this: what happens to gardening in the transi3on from the outdoor room to the indoor one?  

The answer, of course, is that gardening becomes pain3ng. The painter, on hands and knees, 
works at floor level, shiDing her posi3on and posture, exactly in the way a gardener would 
do, as she proceeds. And with her oil-s3cks, she’s adding material to the prepared surface of 
wood or linen. Once done, the work can be liDed off – just like a carpet, in fact – and will 
eventually hang on the walls. Yet her pain3ng doesn’t merely cover the surface. There’s a 
sense in which the surface is actually dissolved. Physically, it may s3ll be there, as a 
founda3on of support that is all the more necessary when the piece is hung. But 
perceptually, it melts into thin air. This is because the more we look, the more our aLen3on 
is drawn to the surface, not least by the melodious colours of the painted lines. We find 
ourselves entering into it, as into a labyrinth. And with that, the lines appear no longer as 
traces, laid down upon the base surface, but as threads that, weaving around one another, 
catch us in their mesh. We are fated to follow them. What had looked from a distance like a 
solid surface turns out to be more akin to a s3cky web. And the more we worm our way into 
it, the more 3ghtly we are caught. The pain3ng in not only enchan3ng; it is also a trap!    

It is a trap that defies the geometry of the interior room. This is partly to do with scale. As 
your eye is caught in the labyrinth, you seem to shrink, while the room and everything in it 
correspondingly expands. You become like the fly, buzzing around, occasionally aligh3ng on 
the surfaces of the walls, floor or ceiling, only to take off again. We can be sure that the fly 
has no awareness of these surfaces as solid, con3nuous and planiform, nor would it see 
itself as occupying the volume they enclose. It is simply an inhabitant of the air which, 
largely invisible to us, is for the fly a crumpled and turbulent medium. Let us, then, explore 
the pain3ng from a fly’s-eye view. We don’t see it either flat on the floor, or hung on ver3cal 
walls. We see it, rather, as an impulse to grow and proliferate that, like the aerial medium 
itself, has no regard for the coordinates of three-dimensional space, whether horizontal or 
ver3cal. And if that’s how we see the indoor pain3ng, then it is also how we see the outdoor 
garden, in which the ver3cality and horizontality of built space give way to the disposi3on of 
growing plants, respec3vely, to rise up, like shots and leaves as they reach for their place in 
the sun, and to spread out, like their roots as they search for nutrients and water.   

Finally, observe these pain3ngs by Sasha Ferré. Oil-s3ck in hand, and with her work spread 
out on the floor, she covers the surface of wood or linen with endless lines and squiggles in a 
blaze of colours. Some3mes they form blocks like flower-beds. They may grow into leaves or 
florets, or simply explode. Every pain3ng has its own character. Then they go up on the 
walls. But they are not imita3ons of what you might see through the window. They are 
rather invita3ons to make yourself very small and to come very close – so small and close, 
indeed, that you don’t even no3ce that every pain3ng is bound by a square or rectangular 
edge, or that you are in a box-shaped room. They ask you not to look from afar but to put 
your eye and ear to the surface, to pick up vibra3ons as minute as those that 3ckle the legs 
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of the spider in her web. You will find yourself wandering in a garden so seduc3ve that, 
unless you are careful, you’ll be trapped. This is not like going through the looking-glass to 
discover a make-believe world beyond. Don’t go hun3ng for hidden meanings on the far 
side. For these pain3ngs have no far side. They defy any division between interior and 
exterior worlds. Like gardens, they are there not to be interpreted but to be enjoyed. But 
watch out for thorns!
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